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1. Introduction 
Distributive lattices play an important part in lattice theory. In particular, 
FD(P), the free distributive lattice generated by an ordered set P, is intensively 
studied. One is interested in a counting formula for the elements of FD(P) and a 
more or less complete description of HI(P) (e.g. by giving an idea of a line 
diagram of ED(P)). In the case P = n + rlt, the disjoint union of two chains of 
length n and m (n, m E N), Birkhoff [2, p. 651 proved that FM@ + Y), the free 
modular lattice generated by n + r2t, is distributive. A direct consequence is, if the 
width w(P) of P is at most two, that Z-W(P) = HI(P). Moreover, Birkhoff [2] 
proves that F’D(n + m) has (n + m + 2)!l(n + l)! (m + l)! - 2 elements. A recur- 
sively defined line diagram of FD(n + m) based on the saw tooth representation 
of FD(n + m) in Birkhoff [2] is stated in [6]. 
The purpose of this paper is to determine HI(P) for an ordered set P with 
w(P) = 2. Our basic idea is to study a decomposition by a congruence relation 
which has congruence classes isomorphic to a direct product FD(QJ x FD(Q,) 
for some Q,, Q2 c P. Then a structural formula for W(P) can be described 
which uses the knowledge of some Fe(Q) for proper subsets Q of P. A direct 
consequence is a recursive counting formula for HI(P). Moreover, we can use 
the structural formula for determining a reasonable line diagram of W(P). This 
is demonstrated by an example. 
2. Preliminaries 
With [L, P, cplx we denote the situation that L is a lattice in the variety X, P is 
an ordered set and q is an order preserving map from P onto a generating subset 
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of L. Then a lattice F or, more precisely F in [F, P, tlX, is called X-freely 
generated by P if for any L in [L, P, g~]~ there exists a homomorphism @ from F 
to L with @r(p) = cp(p) for all p E P. 
Lemma 1. (1) The homomorphism @ is unique. 
(2) Zf L1 in [LIP P, ~JK and L2 in [L2, P, z& are X-freely generated by P then 
there exists an isomorphism x from L1 to L2 and x can be chosen so that 
xdp) = 4~) for aZZ P E P. 
A proof of the Lemma 1 and a detailed study about free lattices can be found 
in Gratzer [5]. F%(P) or, more precisely F.%(P) in [F%(P), P, L]~, denotes a 
lattice X-freely generated by P with P 5 F%(P) (L denotes the identity map on 
P). For a subset H of a lattice L the sublattice generated by H in L is denoted by 
(H). 
Lemma 2. Let H be a finite subset of the ordered set P. Then the sublattice (H) in 
F%(P) is canonically isomorphic to FX(H). 
Proof. If [L, H, cp,lx then 
V{q(h)Ihsp,hEH} if {hEHIhGp}#0, 
v(p):={ * q(H) if {hEH\hCp}=0, 
defines an order preserving map from P to L with q(h) = q(h) for h E H (since 
finite meets and finite joins exist in L). So [L, P, IJJ]~ implies that there is a 
homomorphism $ from F%(P) onto L such that G(p) = q(p) for p E P. Let @ be 
the map $ restricted to (H) then @(h) = G(h) = v(h) = cp(h) for h E H. Hence 
(H) or, more precisely (H) in [(H), H, L]~, is .X-freely generated by H. By 
Lemma 1 we obtain that (H) . 1s canonically isomorphic to FD(H). 0 
For the variety 9 of distributive lattices we simply write FD(P) and [L, P, q] 
instead of F9(P) and [L, P, rpls, respectively. From now on P is always a finite 
ordered set with a bottom element 0 and a top element 1. We will characterize 
intervals in FD(P) of the form Zg := [A E A V A, A E] for an order ideal A of P 
and an order filter E of P. Therefore we use subsets P$ of P with the induced 
ordering which are defined by: 
P:‘={jP\:~“~)u(O I] 
, 
i:~~“,~9 
1 
In consequence of distributivity cp’&) := A E A (V A v x) (x E FD(P)) defines a 
homomorphism from FD(P) to Zg (A an order ideal of P and E an order filter of 
P). 
Lemma 3. The interval Z$ in FD(P) is g-freely generated by P$ and cp$ is an 
isomorphism from (P$) to I$ 
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Proof. If A rl E # 0 then P$ = (0) and A E A V A = A E is the only element in 
I$. Obviously the Lemma holds. 
Now let A rl E = 0. Obviously rp,“, is an order preserving map from P”, to Z”, 
and 
=((AEA(VAV~)~~EPAE})=(~AE(PAE)). 
Hence [I’& P$, t&J If [D, P’& q] then A n E = 0 implies that 
A Q)(P$ ifp l A, 
VG) := 
{ 
V(P) ifpeP& 
V Q)(P$) if p l 6 
defines an order preserving map from P onto a generating subset of D. Then 
[D, P, I/I] implies that there is a homomorphism $ from FD(P) onto D such that 
G(p) = q(p) for p E P. Obviously @J, the map $J restricted to I$, is a 
homomorphism from Z”, to D. Observe for p E Pi that 
@J&P) = @(A E A (VA v P)) = A G(E) A (v &A) v G(P)) 
= A v(E) A (v W(A) v W(P)) 
= v Q)(PG) A (A Q)(Pg) V V(P)) = V(P). 
Hence Z”, or, more precisely Z”, in [I’& P$, ~$1, is C&freely generated by PG. 
Lemma 2 provides that (Pg) is Sfreely generated by P’,$ Using Lemma 1 (1) 
we obtain that there is a unique homomorphism Q from (P<) to Ii with 
Q(p) = /j E A (VA vp) for p E Pg. Hence I&(V) = e(u) for v E (P$) and since 
Zg is ‘?&freely generated by P$ we obtain by Lemma 1 (2) that q,“E is an 
isomorphism from (P$) to Z”,. q 
Let 
Ja:={p~PIp~a} and ta:={p~PIp>a} (uEP). 
In the next section we consider only intervals of the form Zin for a, b E P. So from 
now on we write for our convenience Zi, P,b and q,f: instead of I{:, Pi: and rpii, 
respectively. Lemma 2 states that Zt = FD(Pi). In the next section this external 
representation of Zi will be frequently used in connection with the following 
Remark 1. 
Remark 1. Let D be a distributive lattice and let X, y E D. Then the interval 
[X A y, x v y] is isomorphic to the direct product [X A y, x] x [x A y, y] by the 
isomorphism Y given by 
Y(v):=(v AX, v AY) for ve[x Ay,x vy] 
and 
‘y-l(u, v):=u v u for (u, v) l [x A y, xl x [X A Y, y]. 
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The next lemma indicates when a partition of a lattice stems from a congruence 
relation. To state it, we introduce the following notations (cf. Wille [7]). 
(1) L and M are lattices. 
(2) y : L+ M is a A-preserving map. 
(3) (5 :L+ M is a v-preserving map. 
(4) ‘/a 2 au for all a e L. 
(5) S is the set-theoretical union of all intervals [au, yu] with a E L. 
(6) O$:= {(x, y) 1 th ere is an a E L with x, y E [au, yu]}. 
Lemma 4 (Wille [7]). (1) S is a subluttice of M. 
(2) Zf 0: is an equivalence relation on S, then Ol; is a congruence relation on S. 
3. Structural formula 
From now on we require that w(P) = 2. Then we can cover P\ (0, l} by two 
disjoint chains a, < u2 < . . . < a, and b, < b2 < - * - < b, (n,m E N). NOW let 
a0 = b,, = 0, %I+1 = b 1, m+1= K,:~{Ui)i=O,l,...,n+l} 
and 
K,:= {bi 1 i = 0, 1, . . . , m + l}. 
We define a sequence (Ci, di) E K, x Kb (i = 1, . . . , k) recurrently by: 
(cl, d,) : = ho, h,), 
(c~+~, di+,) := (min{u E K, 1 u > Ci, u & di}, min{v E Kb I v > di, v & ci}), 
UIltil ck = U,,, Or dk = b,+I. 
Lemma 5. Let k be the chain consisting of the elements 1, 2, . . . , k, and let y and 
CT be mappings from k to FD(P) defined by y(i) : = ci v di and o(i) : = ci A di for 
i=1,2,. . . , k. Then 0: is a congruence relation on FD(P) with FD(P)/ 0: = &. 
Proof. Obviously y is A-preserving and u is v-preserving. Hence S := lJfCi=, [u(i), 
y(i)] is a sublattice of FD(P) (cf. Lemma 4). For p E K, either there exist ci and 
r+l such that Ci Cp < Ci+l Or Ck 
FE [a(i), y(i)l, 
Gp s dk. In the first case p = ci or p G di, hence 
and obviously p E [u(k), y(k)] in the second case. For p E K6 we 
can argue similarly and obtain that P G S which implies that S = FD(P). If 
[u(i), y(i)] fl [u(i + l), y(i + l)] #0 for an i E (1, 2, . . . , k - l} then Ci v di = 
y(i) 2 u(i + 1) = Ci+l A d,+l. Since Ci+l A d,+l is join irreducible and ci, di are 
meet irreducible we obtain that 
Ci V di ~ ci+l A b,+l e (Ci 2 Ci+l A di+, or di 2 Ci+l A di+,) 
H (ci~di+l or diaci+l) 
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which contradicts the choice of ci+r and di+, (i = 1, 2, . . . , k - 1). So 
[a(i), r(i)] fl [o(i + l), y(i + l)] = 0 
and hence 02: is an equivalence relation and by Lemma 4, a congruence relation 
on FD(P) with FD(P)/Oz= k. Cl 
Fig. 1, a line diagram of ({c~-~, Ci, &I, di}), illustrates the following 
considerations. Let x >y in FD(P), 
Ci := [a(i), Y(i)]Y and 4 : = [a(i) A y(i - l), a(i) v y(i - l)] 
for i = 1,2, . . . , k. Since FD(P)/O2: = & it follows that x, y E Ci or x, y E 4 for 
some i. Using Remark 1 and Lemma 2 we obtain that 
Ci ~ [ci A di, Ci] X [Ci A di, di] ~ FD(P~) X FD(P~~ =: c’ 
and an isomorphism oi from c’ to Ci is given by Ly,(X, y) : = q?(x) v &t(y) for 
(x, y) E c’ and i = 1,2, . . . , k. For the interval 4 we obtain that 
4 = [a(i) h y(i - l), a(i)] X [a(i) h y(i - l), y(i - l)] 
z 02 X [a(i) A y(i - l), Ci-l V (Ci A di-I)] 
X [u(i) A y(i - l), di-1 V (Ci_1 A di)] 
~ Do X [Ci--l A di, Ci--l] X [Ci A di-1, di-,] 
= FD({O, 1)) x FD(P:_,) x FD(P:,_,) =: I’ 
and an isomorphism pi from I’ to Zi is given by 
Pi(x, y, Z) := (x A ci A di) v Vz_,(Y) V VS’_,(Z)* 
With D2 we denote the two-element lattice. The disjoint union of the c’ will be 
used to provide the elements of an isomorphic copy of FM(P) with the c’ and I’ 
supplying the ordering. 
d. 
Fig. 1. (ci, q-1, d,, c;_,). 
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Lemma 6. Let (u, _v) E Ci-‘, let (x, y, z) E I’, and let (ti, 0) E c’ for i E 
{2,3,. . . , k}. Then: 
(1) o’i-r(U, _V) = pi(X, y, Z) e X = 0, & =y V di, _V = Z V Cip 
(2) (Yi(ii, V)=pi(X,y, Z) a X=1, ii=y ACi-l, V=Z Adi_,. 
Proof. We prove (1); (2) follows dually. Let mi_r(u, _v) = pi(X, y, z). Since all 
elements in Ci_l are not above ci A di, x has to be 0. The interval Ci_r is 
isomorphic to [Ci-1 A di-1, Ci-I] X [Ci_l A di-1, di_,] and SO Ni_l(Up _v) = @i(O, y, Z) 
is equivalent to Ci-1 A tXi_l(U, _v) = Ci-1 A pi(O, y, Z) and di_1 A Wi_l(U, _v) = 
di_, A /$(O, y, z). By using distributivity and Lemma 3 we obtain the following 
equivalences: 
ci-1 A al-r(U, -V) = ci-1 A pi(O) y, Z) e 
Ci_-l A (U V di_1) = Ci-l A ((y V di) V di-,) ~ u = y V di. 
Similarly we obtain that di-, A ai-l(_U, _v) = di_1 A bi(O, y, Z) is equivalent to 
_v = z v ci and (1) is proved. Cl 
On the set U = IJ~=r {i} X C’ we define a relation p by (i, u, v)p(j, W, x): e 
i = j and (u, V) =+ (w, X) or i = j - 1 and there exist (0, y, z), (1, y, z) E li such 
that 
U=y Vdip V =Z V Ci, W=y ACi_1 and x =Z A di_1. 
The transitive closure of p forms an order relation ‘ c ’ in U. Now we can state 
the following Theorem which is a direct consequence of Lemma 5 and Lemma 6. 
Theorem. FD(P) is isomorphic to (Uf=‘=, {i} x FD(P$ X FD(P2J s). 
Since Pz, P$_,, Pji_, and P2i are proper subsets of P we obtain a recursive 
structural formula for FD(P). A direct consequence is the following recursive 
counting formula for JFD(P)J. 
If one is purely interested in a counting formula for FD(P) the following 
lemma leads via the knowledge of 
(m + n + 2)! 
IFD(’ + m)’ = (m + I)! (n + I)! - 2 
to a syntactically based method. For this we need the notion of a disjunctive 
canonical form. An element 
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is in the disjunctive canonical form if and only if A ZZi & // Hj for i, Z E Z, i #j and 
A&f/\Q(iEZ)f or any proper subset Q of Hi. By a Theorem due to Birkhoff 
[3] it follows that every element of FD(P) can be uniquely represented in 
disjunctive canonical form. 
Proposition. Let II E ED(P). Then there is an H E P such that u E (H) and H is 
isomorphic to n + m for some n, m E No : = N U { 0). 
Proof. Let v E FD(P). Since w(P) = 2 the disjunctive canonical form of v is 
Vf=i A Hi v V Q with Hi, Q E P and Hi = {g,, hi}. Without loss of generality we 
can assume that gi ~g~+~ (i = 1, . . . , k - 1). Since A Hi C A Hi+1 and W(P) = 2 
we obtain that hi 2 hi+l (i = 1, . . . , k - 1). If g, G hi (i,j E (1, . . . , k}) then 
g, <gi cgj G hl and hence A ZZi = g,. This is a contradiction to the claim that 
::=I A Hi v V Q is a disjunctive canonical form. Hence gi C hi (i, j E 
. . , k}). An analogous argument shows that gi 3 hj (i, j E (1, . . . , k}). For 
q ; ‘Q we obtain that q 3 A Hi implies q 3 hi, gi (i = 1, . . . , k). Hence q <gg, or 
q s hk. If q c g, s g, then q & /j Hk implies q & hk and conversely q s hk implies 
q C g,. Hence H = lJ Hi U Q is isomorphic to 0 + m for some n, m E No and 
obviously u E (H). Cl 
Let O(P) be the set of all subsets H of P such that H with the induced ordering 
is isomorphic to it + m for some II, m E No. Choose a subset S c O(P) such that 
for each H E O(P) there is an fi ES with H c fi the Proposition implies that 
FD(P) = lJHES (H). By the Inclusion-Exclusion-Principle (cf. Aigner [1]) we 
obtain that 
lFZV)I = c (-I)“+’ H,M (H) . 
A4c.s I I 
Since each term of FM(P) can be transformed into the unique disjunctive 
canonical form we obtain for H, Q c P that (H) rl (Q ) = (H n Q ). Using 
Lemma 2 we obtain the following Corollary 2. 
corouary 2. (FD(P)I = CMGS (-l)‘“‘-’ IFD(&,, H)J. 
4. Example 
We will demonstrate by an example how the Theorem can be used to obtain a 
reasonable line diagram of FD(P). Let P be the ordered set of Fig. 2. Then with 
the two chains K, := {a,, a,, a2, a3} and Kb := {b,, bl, bZ, b,, bq, b5} we compute 
that: 
(ci, 4) := Go, &), 
(G, 4) := (az, Z-4, 
(~2, &):= (al, 0 
(cd, 4: = (as, b). 
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c, = ~13 = b. = d, 
b, = d, 
cl = 00 = b,, = dl 
Fig. 2. Ordered set P. 
With 
and 
z’ = FD({O, 1}) x FD(P$,) x FD(P&,) 
we obtain that: 
c’ = FD({O}) x FD({O}), 
C2 = FD({O, 62, b3, 1)) x W{O, I)), 
c3 = FD({O, a,, 63, b4, 1)) x fq{O, ll), 
C4 = FD({O, ~1, ~2, b4, 1)) x J-(W), 
P-0) 
C’ 
COPO, 
C’(i=1,2,3, 4) 
(l,%O) I? 
% 
(0. 0, 0) 
/‘(i=2,3,4) 
Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4. U E FD(P). 
z2 = FD({O, 1)) X FD({O}) X FD({O}), 
z3 = FD({O, l}) x FD({O, 63, I}) x N(O)), 
z4 = FD({O, 1)) X FD({O, a,, b4,l)) X FD({O}). 
In Fig. 3 the line diagrams of c’ (i = 1,2, 3, 4) and I’ (i = 2, 3, 4) are shown. By 
using the Theorem we establish a reasonable line diagram of 
(see Fig. 4). 
At the end we would like to demonstrate on the example how the different 
counting formulas compute the cardinality of FD(P). By Corollary 1 we obtain 
that FD(P)=1*1+4*2+7*2+7*1=30. For Corollary 2 we define S:= 
((01, {ai, br, 62, M> { al, ~2, b2, b3}, (~2, 62, b3, b4), (1)). men W(P)1 = 
1+13+18+13+1-8-2-8+2=30. 
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